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About This Game

Sadistic robots have enslaved orcas at SeaLand Marine Park. The evil Sheep Puncher robot has kidnapped sheep for the twisted
wool industry. Only the Kitten Squad is up to the task of saving these gentle animals. Players must guide the Kitten Squad,

armed with weaponry ranging from carrot rocket launchers to yarn ball guns, on missions to defeat the evil robots and free the
animals in this action game brought to you by PETA.
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I like the game but i am stuck, can not find the signet ring?. I guess I'm spoiled with the newer games, but this seemed lame.. It's
real good. Have you ever wondered why two blue-eyed parents cannot have a brown-eyed child, but two brown-eyed parents
CAN have blue-eyed children? After playing this game, you will totally understand dominant and recessive genes (quite a
mouthful, isn't it?) I found this game very entertaining - just hard enough to be challenging, but not so hard that I would give up
in frustration. My only complaints would be that you cannot save one game and then start another, and every time you start a
game you have to go through the introduction again. I hope they will come out with a sequel.. THIS GAME IS FU*KING *HIT.
Want more?
Matchmaking - S*it
Balance - Sh*t
Cummunity - Shi*
Is it anyhow great as the S.T.A.L.K.E.R games? - No.
Is a good game? I've already said that it's S***T
. The wood elves are one of the best teams in the game. Anyone who plays Blood Bowl has a healthy respect for this team and
its a worthy addition to any players team collection. They are the quintessential passing team with the most MV 8 players of any
team, allowing them to score fast and often. Add to that the strongest big guy in the game and you have a very formidable team.

Note on complaining about the price: The price is what it is and you don't need me to tell you if you can afford it or not..
Thought I was getting into a game about divination or astronomy. Instead, I've ended up collecting strands of hair.. I thoroughly
enjoyed this game. The music, the atmosphere, and the game play. It took me a hot minute to figure out but I was hooked. It's a
relaxing game and very satisfying to just continue to evolve from one thing to the next. I absolutely recommend this game for
anyone who enjoys the slower pace content.. Love the game, finally getting over the old tried but true East Side Hockey.
Loads of improvements that help ease of life, good step in the right direction.

It pains me that the sim speed has not been improved at all, as that is many peoples gripe, aswell as my own biggest. Almost to
the point of making me not reccomend, but alas, enough other things have changed to make that silly.

Great game overall, definitly taking steps in the right direction. If the sim speed is improved in patches, it will easily overtake
EHM and become my favorite hockey manager on the market!
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I am very happy that I purchased this game. It plays a lot like Super Metroid and has some Castlevania elements to it, but it also
has its own element to it in that it starts out in similar areas but then it branches on its own and becomes a different play through
every time. I have not tried the deathmatch or time trial modes yet, but I will say that the people who think this game is clunky
haven't picked up enough boost items yet and are probably used to much more modern and less retro style games, because this
takes me right back to the 90's and the Super Nintendo days. Definitely pick this one up.. A while back I would have
recommended this with a couple caveats, but you can honestly get better for free these days. The idiotproof solution is
ShadowPlay if you have an nVidia card, or Open Broadcaster Software if you use ATI or want more options. Both of those have
much better compression codecs, lower overhead, a recording buffer feature, and Twitch integration. PlayClaw isn't bad, it's
just horribly outclassed.. Why have I played through this? WHY?. This is a lovely, atmosphere-rich point and click. The love
and care that went into lore and aesthetic direction is staggering, especially in the expressiveness and personality of the sprite
art. It's short, currently sitting at one chapter at about 4-5 hours once you exhaust all your dialogue options for all the routes, but
well worth the modest cost of admission. I eagerly await the remaining chapters to see where the story goes next!!!. The game
crashes while loading new areas and loading saves. I played for a couple hours, but found that progressing to the end was
impossible for me. Don't buy this game.. This is a rather quirky puzzle game. I can recommend it but I will also warn you it
requires some patience. The puzzles come in the form of trying to make certain types of stars and constellations. Making stars
can take time, practice and experimentation, though. You sometimes have to wait for various stars to evolve to the right level
and if it didn't work out the way you hoped then you may have to start over. The game also doesn't hold your hand. You're
expected to just jump right in with a "try various things and see what happens" approach. It is sort of time sink-y in that regard.
If you get stuck, however, there's a helpful "SOS" button right in the game that links to a partial walkthrough just in case. If
you're looking for a more laid-back kind of game, you should be able to get into it.

The story is delivered in VN-style cutscenes and you learn of various NPCs' problems that you try to alleviate with the help of
the Star-Seeing Basin - a kind of sea monkey tank for pseudo stars. You'll place various types of seeds in the basin, grow some
stars, combine some elemental alignments and, voil\u00e0!, problems solved. If you're still not sure, there is a demo available.
Check it out!

Final Edit: Don't take my playtime to be an indicator of the length of the game. Due to the large amount of downtime while
growing stars, I often played this while doing other things so the playtime is inflated from idling. Having completed the game, I
would still recommend it to any puzzle game fan. It's rather unique and the story, while not terribly fantastic, still does a decent
job of driving the game and giving you goals.. I don't usually play videogames but I feel in tune with this one, theres something
about surrealist non-combat that engages new perceptions about characters and yourself. The play time is short but exploring the
worlds and monsters in depth is endlessly a delight. Despite it's cute graphics, each world deals with real world anxieties.
It really satisfies my hunger for weird media and silly voices.
Love it.. Although there are a lot of people complaining about the idea of adding domesticated animals into a zoo, I can see how
these animals can be implemented in certain ways. For one, you don't really have to have a technical 'zoo' in this game, which
means that you could possibly just play with the idea of maybe having a domesticated animal park in which you can use these
and the ranch animals, and horses, solely. There are honestly a lot of petting zoos that showcase more domesticated animals,
sometimes including felines and canines. Wildlife Park 2 is a game where imagination is key. Don't want domesticated animals
in zoos? Then either, like I said, make some kind of 'rescue' or domesticated park *or* just don't include them.

With that being said, I do have to agree with Wolfaura Rose in their review when they said that the cats and terriers have a
tendency to not rest a lot; I also agree with the fact that I find it a bit odd that they are not able to be pet and that the majority of
animals in this DLC don't have a maximum limit since a lot of domesticated animals, especially cats, tend to do well with only a
few others.

Overall, if you're just looking for something to add to your game in case you decide to get creative and veer from the typical
zoo, then this is a pretty nice DLC.
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